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1. Introduction

2. Status of Current Indirect Detection Dark Matter Searchs
Indirect dectection WIMP searches consist of looking for anomolous γ-ray signals correlated
with regions or astrophysical structures known to host large amounts of DM. The analysis targets
are identified from a combination of analysis of kinematic data and study of numerical simulations.
Tab. 1 (taken from Ref. [9]) summarizes the targets for WIMP searches, including the astrophysical “J-factor”, which is proportional to the expected signal magnitude for as given DM
interaction rate. The differences between the targets are pronounced enough to warrant significant
modifications in the search techniques. For example, searches targeting known dark-matter dominated Milky Way satellites are very similar to blind searches for point-like emission performed
when creating catalogs of γ ray point sources; on the other hand, extracting a isotropic signal
from DM halos of galaxies at cosmological distances requires very detailed modeling of both the
Galactic foreground emission and the contributions of unresolved sources.
Target
Galactic center / halo
Known Milky Way satellites
Dark satellites
Galaxy Clusters
Cosmological DM

J factor (GeV 2 cm−5 )
3 × 1022 to 5 × 1023
3 × 1017 to 3 × 1019
up to 3 × 1019
up to 1 × 1018
-

Distance (kpc)
8.5
25 to 300
up to 300
> 5 × 104
> 106

Table 1: Summary table of DM search targets.
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Angular Extent (◦ )
> 10
< 0.5
< 0.5
up to ∼ 3
Isotropic
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Overwhelming evidence indicates that the matter in the Universe can not only consist of particles in the Standard Model of particle physics. In particular, measurements of galactic rotation
curves (see e.g., [1]) and galaxy cluster dynamics (see e.g., [2]), precision measurements of the cosmic microwave background (see e.g., [3, 4]), observations of the primordial abundances of heavy
isotopes produced by Big Bang nucleosynthesis (see e.g., [5]), all point to a substantial fraction of
the Universe’s energy density being in a form of matter that does not interact signifcantly with the
Standard Model particles. Numerical simulations of large-scale structure also support this conclusion; in fact, such simulations require non-relativistic dark matter (DM) in order to be consistent
with observations (see e.g., [6] and references therein).
The observational evidence implies that DM is non-relativistic (i.e., “cold”) during the formation of large-scale structure (see e.g., [3, 4]), and does not have large scattering cross sections with
either itself (see e.g., [7]) or Standard Model particles (see e.g., [8]). No particle in the Standard
Model meets the requirements. We have no other solid experimental or theoretical understanding
of the fundamental nature of DM.
Two favored candidates for the DM particle are weakly interactive massive particles (WIMPs,
with masses in the GeV to TeV range) and axions/ axion-like particles (ALPs, whose masses very
poorly constrained and could range anywhere from 10−10 to 109 eV. Both types of candidates could
be detected via signatures in astrophysical data (a.k.a., “indirect-detection” searches).
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3. Prospects for upcoming Indirect Detection Dark Matter Searchs
Ref. [9] made a detailed analysis of the sensitivity considerations for DM WIMP searches and
derived these broad conclusions:
1. Searches targeting objects with substantial astrophysical backgrounds, such as the Galactic
center, large Galaxy clusters, and the LMC are systematics limited up to high energies (e.g.,
mχ . 10 TeV for the Galactic center, mχ . 1 TeV for the LMC).
2. Searches for spectral lines from the Galactic halo benefit from additional discriminating
power in the spectral domain, but are still systematics limited at low energies (e.g., mχ .
100 GeV).
3. Searches targeting relatively small objects at high Galactic latitudes, in particular the dSphs,
are background limited at lower energies, and signal limited at higher energies. For the
combined analysis of dSphs the cross-over point comes at mχ ∼ 500 GeV.
In short, prospects for the most notable improvements to our senstivitty come from additional
data for searches targeting the dSphs for higher DM masses (mχ & 100 GeV) and from the expected
discovery of additional high J value targets.
Furthermore, searches targeting the dSphs have smaller modeling uncertainties and more robust determinations of the astrophysical J factors than searches targeting other objects. Additionally these searches have among the best sensitivities across much of the relevant energy band.
Overall these considerations suggest that, looking forward, searches targeting the dSphs will continue to have the best sensitivity. This can clearly be seen in Fig. 1.
The current limits on the ALP parameters are summarized in Fig. 2 (red shaded regions).
The search for γ rays from axion or ALP decays produced in neutron star interiors lead to the
limits labeled “ALPs from NS” (gray hatched region, assuming the model-dependent factor N =
1) [10]. The limits constrain the QCD axion mass (black line and yellow band in Fig. 2) to be below
7.9 × 10−2 eV. It should be noted that these limits not only depend on the axion and ALP coupling
to photons but also on the axion and ALP production through nucleon-nucleon Bremsstrahlung.
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Because of differences in the datasets, DM profiles, and background modeling, these results
should be taken as representative and absolute comparisons should be interpreted with caution. Details about the scenarios considered (e.g., the DM distribution) for each of the targets are provided
in Table 2 of Ref. [9].
Currently, the deepest limits come from searches targeting the dwarf spheroidal Milky Way
sattelite galaxies, and these limits are in tension with results that interpret an excess of γ rays for
the Galactic center as a possible DM signal.
Axions and ALPs can produced signatures in astrophysical data because of their couplings to
photons. ALP-photon interactions can produce charateristic spectral features in γ-ray data. Additionally, ALP-photon mixing can provide a mechanism by which the attenuation of high-energy
γ rays is significanlty reduced. This could allow us to observe γ rays produced in very dense
environments or at very great distances.
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Figure 1: Comparison of projected LAT limits for 15 years of data for the search methods described in.
Favored contours for several Galactic center analyses are also included for comparison.
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Figure 2: Current status of the limits imposed on the ALP parameter space by different experiments and
targets. Limits derived with LAT observations are shown as dark red (NGC 1275 in the Perseus galaxy
cluster [11]) and gray hatched (neutron stars [10]) regions. Limits from other experiments are shown in red.
The parameter space where ALPs could explain a low γ-ray opacity is shown in light blue. The parameter
space where ALPs could explain hints for a low γ-ray opacity are shown in blue. Sensitivity estimates for
future laboratory experiments are shown in green. The QCD axion line is shown in yellow. ALP parameters
below the dashed line could account for all the DM. See also Refs. [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] and references
therein.
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